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Ames extends the popular cielo collection of chairs, sun loungers and lounge chairs by 
Sebastian Herkner with a new bistro table and foot stool.  
 
The elegant bistro table stands on four slim legs made from powder-coated tubular steel 
which forms the base supporting the round table top that comes in metal or marble. The 
woven detailing covering the pillar align the piece with the rest of the collection.  
 
The table is for indoor and outdoor use. Thanks to its compact footprint, it’s ideal for seating 
corners on balconies or restaurant seating areas as it allows for efficient space use.  
 
The small foot stool complements the existing Cielo lounge chairs. The webbing is made from 
recycled plastic wires which are attached by hand to the metal frame. The pattern is called 
Momposino and is popular in the coastal regions bordering the Caribbean sea. Like all other 
Cielo pieces, the latest additions are made in family-owned workshops in Colombia.  
 
It’s the second time this year that ames is launching new designs by Sebastian Herkner.  
In April, the brand extended the caribe chic baskets with new variations in dark colours, and 
presented new patterns of the hand-sewn Nido cushions as well as the striped Par Raya rugs 
and the colourful Mochila cotton bags.  
 
 
About ames 
 
Discovering the beauty of Colombia - that’s the mission ames set out to create a unique 
collection of furniture, textiles and accessories that are distributed globally. Founded in 2006 
by Ana Maria Calderón Kayser in Koblenz, Germany, the brand collaborates with renown 
designers including Sebastian Herkner and Pauline Deltour to create products full of life and 
personality that capture the colours and materials of Colombia’s remarkable landscapes. All 
products are produced in small, family-owned workshops that use traditional methods and 
are almost exclusively made from natural materials. Ames values sustainable production 
methods, fair wages and the promotion of local craftsmanship to help keeping the traditions 
and skills of the artesanos alive for future generations.  



 

 
 

 
Cielo bistro table 
 
Dimensions: Diameter 70 cm; Height 73 cm 
 
Materials and colours:  
 
Table top: marble (nero marquinia unito/ cobre/ 
black) or metal (matching colour of base) 
 
Base: powdercoated tubular steel, webbing made 
from recycled plastic (mint/ black, black/ black, 
olive/ menta, purple/ carne, honey/ menta, blue 
/brown) 
 
 
Cielo foot stool: 
 
Dimensions:  
Width 70 cm; Depth 45 cm , Height 42 cm 
 
Materials and colours:  
 
Frame : powdercoated tubular steel.  
Webbing recycled plastic strings 
 
Colour variations: mint/ black, black/ black, olive/ 
menta, purple/ carne, honey/ menta, blue /brow 
 
 

For more infos and images of all new products, please visit our press platform 
press.amesliving.de. 
 
For press inquiries or interview requests, please contact the ames press team directly: 
press@ames-living.de 

 


